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Introduction to
Electronic Commerce

CHAPTER

Unit One
1

Definition

By Definition, E-commerce or electronic commerce is the buying
and selling of products and services via the internet.

Nowadays, the thought of living without e-commerce sees
unfathomable, complicated and an inconvenience too many.

E-commerce was introduced 40 years ago and, to this day, continues
to grow with new technologies, innovations, and thousands of businesses.

1960s initiates the history of e-commerce, when what is called
electronic data interchange that permits companies to carry out
electronic transactions.

In 1979, Aldrich connected a television set to a transaction
processing computer with a telephone line and created what he called
“teleshopping”, means shopping from a distance.

From the beginning, there were many hesitations and concerns
with online shopping but the development of a security protocol-the
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption certificate by Netscape in 1994
provided a safe means to transmit data over the internet. Web browsers
were able to check and identify whether a site has an authenticated SSL
certificate and based on that, could determine whether or not a site could
be trusted.
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E-commerce Framework

E-commerce

1. E-commerce (electronic commerce or EC) is the buying and
selling of goods and services, or the transmitting of funds or
data, over an electronic network, primarily the internet.

2. The terms e-commerce and e-business are often used
interchangeably. The term e-tail is also sometimes used in
reference to transactional processes for online shopping.

3. Electronic Commerce basically uses the World Wide Web for
at least one part of the transation’s life cycle although it can
also use other technologies such as e-mail.

4. This includes business-to-business activities and outreach such
as using email for unsolicited ads (usually viewed as spam) to
consumers and other business prospects, as well as to send out
e-newsletters to subscribers.

5. The below mentioned paragraphs explains the detailed features
of the main layers of e-commerce:
(a) The First Layer

● This layer is considered as the critical facilities for
doing business as it is required by both individuals
and business companies in business operations.
These facilities include list of products, electronic
payment methods and secured transmission of
business information.

(b) The Second Layer
Messaging and information distribution is usually done by
following technologies:
● Communicating with non-formatted data which

means by using electronic mail, which mostly directs
to individuals.

● It is done through EDI, HTTP, and URL.
(c) The Third Layer

● Although the information superhighway is known as
the transportation basis which allows content such as
text data, audio sounds and pictures images to be
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transmitted, this layer offers an architecture that
allows the particular content to be developed in a
programming language which is well known as
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).

(d) The Fourth Layer
● It is also known as the “Network Infrastructure”. The

network infrastructure is the basic layer of the
hardware infrastructure.

● It is basically a combination of many forms of data
transport systems which also includes cable TV,
wireless and the internet.

Advantages of E-commerce

1. E-commerce helps to raise the profits it may increase the sales
of product and decrease its price.

2. It could help companies to have clients all around the world
and not be restricted to a particular region.

3. It helps companies to recognize new distributes, associates and
clients.

4. It saves time, shopping online is usually more convenient and
time saving than conventional shopping.

5. It has wide range of product and options.
6. With the help of e-commerce consumers can easily do research

on a specific product and sometimes even find out the original
manufacturer to purchase a product and much cheaper than that
charged by the wholesaler.

Disadvantages of E-commerce

1. The purchaser cannot contact or feel the product when using
the feature as it involves online processing.

2. Perishable commodities it is not suitable for perishable
commodities like food items. People prefer to shop in the
conventional way than to use e-commerce.
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3. The time period required for delivering physical products can
also be quite significant in case of e-commerce.

4. Unpreserved product bought online may get spoiled or dirty
during delivery.

Features of E-commerce

1. Breaks geographical barrier, today an e-commerce company
can easily sell its products to consumers residing in any part of
country.

2. E-commerce website has ability to translate the multilingual
websites as well as allow the access to international visitors all
over the world.

3. Accurate information this information is free from all the
inaccuracy and hidden facts that are very much used by
traditional retail models as their selling strategy.

4. Impersonal interaction: since e-commerce technology
completely depends on internet and web to reach to its
customers, the interaction with customers will always be
impersonal in nature, as in it is not face-to-face interaction.

E-commerce Media and Convergence

The fact that most people usually prefer to spend at least an hour or
forty minutes of their day browsing social media proves the efficiency
of e-commerce and social media grouping. In the connected world of
digital marketing it’s simple to lose the interest of the people and media.

Here are 3 things to keep in mind when getting started:
1. Mobility: There’s a very decent reason and why smart phones

are doing as well as they are. They deal on-the-go admission to
dynamic content and are a seamless platform for getting your
converged data to masses of people.

2. Timing: Timing knowing when to conduct out material is as
important as what kind you send out. Always keep in mind that
a converged product will take up the reader’s time.
(a) Video and audio clips need to be watched and listened to

dynamic and considered this as your writing.
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(b) Market research will help you define who you want to
send to, the industry and even age variety of your future
receivers.

3. Bandwidth:
(a) Bandwidth is defined as a range within a band of

frequencies or wavelengths. Bandwidth is also defined as
the amount of data that can be transmitted in a fixed
amount of time. For digital devices, the bandwidth is
usually expressed in bits per second (bps) or bytes per
second. For analog devices, the bandwidth is expressed in
cycles per second, or Hertz (Hz).

(b) The bandwidth is particularly important for I/O devices.
For example, a fast disk drive can be hampered by a bus
with a low bandwidth. This is the main reason that new
buses, such as AGP, have been developed for the PC.

Media Convergence

The Internet and digital communications, as well as the merging of
companies within–and between–industries, have been changing the way
people communicate, shop, interact with each other, pay for things, and
entertain themselves.

Here are few types of Media convergence:
1. Industry Convergence: Since the rise of the Internet, and the

consolidation of many media companies, commercial change
has come fast and furiously across industries. One of the great
buzzwords of the’90s was “synergy,” through which a
company like Disney, which acquired the TV network ABC,
could cross-promote its film products on its TV series, and vice
versa. Industry conversion has surpassed simple synergy,
though, as more companies are merging within, and across,
industries. For example: Disney-ABC-Pixar-Star Wars
Catalogue. Other entertainment industry convergences:
(a) Viacom now owns Paramount Studios and CBS as well as

many other properties
(b) Verizon first bought AOL, and recently Yahoo, to

increase its online audience
(c) AT & T acquired DirecTV
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2. Video Convergence: Film and TV shows were things you
watched in a specific place, at a specific time. You went to a
theater to see a film, which played at specific times. You
watched TV shows on certain channels on your set, at certain
times on particular days of the week. But that is all changing.
The convergence of video production, consumption, and
platforms has provided opportunities for video fans and video
creators alike. Now, anyone can create a film, and anyone can
watch it, across several types of devices, anytime and
anywhere. Here are a few example of powers to the phone, etc.

3. Media Convergence: One major example of media
convergence has involved the newspaper and magazine
industry, and to some extent book publishing. Newspapers and
magazines’ print versions have seen major decline in
readership and circulation since the mass adoption of the
Internet (and the expectation of many web readers that content
be free). While this business model is still shaking out, some
news organizations are rising to the occasion.

4. Digital Convergence: It’s impossible to talk about digital
convergence without talking about Amazon. In its early years,
Amazon was focused on overtaking sales at the online versions
of Borders and Barnes and Noble. The truth is, Borders ended
up failing, and Barnes and Noble has closed many stores
nationwide. Now people can buy virtually anything and have it
delivered–which was Jeff Bezos’ stated goal in the late 1990s.
Interestingly, Amazon is now actually opening brick-and-
mortar book stores, stocked with titles informed by its online
algorithms. Amazon has opened seven stores, with more
coming, including one in mid-town Manhattan.

Anatomy of E-commerce Application

1. Multimedia Content for E-commerce Applications
2. Multimedia Storage Servers and E-commerce Applications

(a) Client-Server Architecture in Electronic Commerce
(b) Internal Processes of Multimedia Servers
(c) Video Servers and E-commerce
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3. Information Delivery/Transport and E-commerce Applications
4. Consumer Access Devices

Multimedia Content for E-commerce Applications

● Multimedia content can be considered both fuel and traffic for
electronic commerce applications.

● The technical definition of multimedia is the use of digital data
in more than one format, such as the combination of text, audio,
video, images, graphics, numerical data, holograms, and
animations in a computer file/document. Multimedia is
associated with Hardware components in different networks.

● The accessing of multimedia content depends on the hardware
capabilities of the customer.

Multimedia Storage Servers and E-commerce
Applications

● E-commerce requires robust servers to store and distribute
large amounts of digital content to consumers.

● These multimedia storage servers are large information
warehouses capable of handling various content, ranging from
books, newspapers, advertisement catalogs, movies, games,
and X-ray images.

● These servers, deriving their name because they serve
information upon request, must handle large-scale distribution,
guarantee security, and complete reliability.

1. Client-Server Architecture in Electronic Commerce
● All e-commerce applications follow the client-server model
● Clients are devices plus software that request information from

servers or interact with servers known as message passing.
● Mainframe computing, which meant for “dump?”
● The client server model, allows client to interact with server

through request-reply sequence governed by a paradigm known
as message passing.

● The server manages application tasks, storage and security and
provides scalability-ability to add more clients and client
devices (like personal digital assistants to PC’s. )
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2. Internal Processes of Multimedia Servers
● The internal processes involved in the storage, retrieval and

management of multimedia data objects are integral to
e-commerce applications.

● A multimedia server is a hardware and software combination
that converts raw data into usable information and then dishes
out required data.

● It captures, processes, manages, and delivers text, images,
audio and video.

● It must do so to handle thousands of simultaneous users.
● Include high-end symmetric multiprocessors, clustered

architecture, and massive parallel systems.

3. Video Servers and E-commerce: The electronic commerce
applications related to digital video will include
(a) Telecommunicating and video conferencing
(b) Geographical information systems that require storage and

navigation over maps
(c) Corporate multimedia servers
(d) Postproduction studios
(e) Shopping kiosks.

● Consumer applications will include video-on-demand.
● The figure which is of video–on–demand consist video

servers, is a link between the content providers (media)
and transport providers (cable operators)

Information Delivery/Transport and E-commerce Applications
● Transport providers are principally telecommunications, cable,

and wireless industries.

Information Transport Providers Information Delivery Methods
● Telecommunication companies long-distance telephone lines;

local telephone lines
● Cable television companies, cable TV coaxial, fibre optic and

satellite lines
● Computer-based on-line servers Internet; commercial on-line

service providers
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● Wireless communications cellular and radio networks; paging
systems, consumer access devices

● Information Consumers Access Devices
● Computers with audio and video personal/desktop computing,

capabilities mobile computing
● Telephonic devices: Videophone
● Consumer electronics: Television + set-top box, game Systems
● Personal digital assistants (PDAs) pen-based computing, voice-

driven computing

Consumer Oriented E-commerce
Applications

The different applications which are available in E-commerce are
mainly utilized in different ways for entertainment; financial services
educational training, information capturing, business development
aspects. To maintain all these features in E-commerce we undergo the
concept of consumer oriented E-commerce which helps in satisfaction
of the customer. These applications have a great influence in
E-commerce as they are used by many people in the world day-by-day
utilization of all these applications is increasing rapidly in the entire
world. It has various advantages like every individual is free to access
all these applications.

These applications are faster, low cost transmission of the data is
very fast as it is in digital mode, convenient to all the users. It contains
various advantages over different applications. Let us explain in brief
about the different applications and their role in E-commerce.

Entertainment

Every user has got the right to freedom where he can get total
entertainment by watching the selected movies or by playing games in
their application device. He can also change the mode from one
application to other application. The entertainment which is gained is of
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very low cost but it gives a great enjoyment or fun to the user by the
utilization of these features.

Financial Services

The services provided by these applications are very fast which
saves time to a greater extent and the services are very accurate. For
example nowadays we take an example of same ATM sectors which
help in withdrawal of money and even in depositing the amount into the
account through same special ease. These ATMs are very fast and they
provide accurate outputs about the different transactions which are done
at the regular intervals of time.

Network Infrastructure for E-commerce

E-commerce or ecommerce is basically electronic commerce that
deals with buying and selling of services and products over electronic
systems such as Internet and other computer networks. E-commerce is
commonly known as electronic marketing. With the extensive use of
Internet, the amount of trade carried out electronically has developed
tremendously.

Any successful E-commerce applications will require the I-way
infrastructure in the same way that regular commerce needs the
interstate highway network to carry goods from point to point. (In
commerce to carry goods highway is required in the same way in
E-commerce I-way is required for sending data in digital form). You
must travel across this highway! Whether you are an organization
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purchasing supplies or a consumer ordering a movie on demand.
Understand! However! That the I-way is not monolithic data highway
designed according to long-standing! Well-defined rules and regulations
based on well-known needs. Other! Still under construction! The I-way
will use a mesh of interconnected data highways of many forms and
telephone wires! Cable wires! Radio-based wireless-cellular and satellite
telecommunication.

I-way will be a mesh of interconnected data highways of many
forms

● Telephone wires, cable TV wire
● Radio-based wireless-cellular and satellite

Components of the I-way

It consists of various components which can be broadly categorized as:
1. Network access equipment
2. Access media
3. Global information distribution networks

1. Network access equipment: which is at the consumer end and
enables the consumer to access the network. It consists of the hardware
such as computers, modems, routers, switches for computer networks,
set-top boxes for television networks and software platforms such as
browsers and operating systems.

2. Access road or media: provide the communication backbone
for the transmission of data and information. The access providers may
be differentiated into four categories: telecom based, cable TV based,
wireless based or computer based on-line systems.

3. Global information distribution networks: providing the
infrastructure for connecting across the countries and continents. They
include such networks as the long distance telephone lines, the satellite
networks and internet.

Consumer Access Equipment

The customer access equipment or customer premises equipment
or the terminal equipment consists of the equipment that the customer
uses to connect to the network. This may consist of the TV set-top boxes
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or the TV signal descramblers, the computer and the modem, pagers and
cellular phones etc.

Access Roads or Media

The access roads is the way in which the consumer homes and
work places are linked with the backbone of the network infrastructure
for e-commerce. These can be categorized into four major types:

1. Telecom based
2. Cable TV based
3. Wireless based
4. Internet, intranet and extranet based

Global Information Distribution Networks

The global information distribution networks consist of the
infrastructure crossing the countries and continents. They include the
long distance telephone lines, satellite networks, and the internet.

Long Distance Networks

Long distance telephone connectivity is provided through cable by
the inter-exchange carriers. Long distance cellular networks are using
the wireless technologies to connect the consumers worldwide.

Satellite Networks

It plays a vital role in the communication industry. They have
advantages over the terrestrial networks in that:

(a) they are accessible from any point of the globe.
(b) They can provide broad band digital services to many points

without the cost of acquiring wire/cable installation.
(c) They can add receiving and sending sites without significant

additional costs.

Architectural Framework of E-commerce

The software framework necessary for building electronic
commerce applications is little understood in existing literature. In
general a framework is intended to define and create tools that integrate
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the information found in today’s closed systems and allow the
development of commerce applications. It is important to understand
that the aim of the architectural frame-work itself is not to build new
database management systems, data repository, computer languages,
software agent based transaction monitors, or communication protocols
Rather, the architecture should focus on synthesizing the diverse
resources already in place to facilitate the integration of data and
software for better applications. The electronic commerce application
architecture consists of six layers of functionality, or services:

1. Applications;
2. Brokerage services, data or transaction management;
3. Interface, and support layers;
4. Secure messaging, security and electronic document

interchange;
5. Middle ware and structured document interchange; and
6. Network infrastructure and basic communications services

Application services, Customer-to-business Business-to-
business Intra-organizational, Brokerage and data management,
Order processing, Payment advances-electronic cash, Virtual
mail Interface layer, Interactive catalogues, Directory support
functions, Software agents, Secure messaging, Encrypted e-
mail, EDI Remote programming Middleware services,
Structured documents (SCML, HTML) Compound documents,
Network infrastructure, Wireless-cellular, radio, Secure line–
POTS, coaxial, fibre optic, these layers co-operate to provide a
seamless transition between all the players in e-commerce.

Today’s Computing Resound

Resound those of tomorrow by transparently integrating
information access and exchange within the context of the chosen
application. Electronic commerce applications are based on several
elegant technologies. But only when they are integrated do they provide
uniquely powerful solutions.
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WWW and its Architecture

WWW stands for World Wide Web. A technical definition of the
World Wide Web is: all the resources and users on the Internet that are
using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).

A broader definition comes from the organization that Web
inventor Tim Berners-Lee helped found, the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C).

The World Wide Web is the universe of network-accessible
information, an embodiment of human knowledge.

In simple terms, The World Wide Web is a way of exchanging
information between computers on the Internet, tying them together into
a vast collection of interactive multimedia resources.

WWW Operation

WWW works on client-server approach. Following steps explains
how the web works:

1. User enters the URL (say, http://www.tutorialspoint.com) of
the web page in the address bar of web browser.

2. Then browser requests the Domain Name Server for the IP
address corresponding to www.tutorialspoint.com.

Web 1.0
 Static web pages
 Brochure ware
 Mostly publishing
 No communities

Web 2.0
 Social Media
 Keyword search
 Rich user experience
 Tagging

Web 3.0
 Highly Mobile
 Open ID
 Semantic search
 Micro Blogging
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3. After receiving IP address, browser sends the request for web
page to the web server using HTTP protocol which specifies
the way the browser and web server communicates.

4. Then web server receives request using HTTP protocol and
checks its search for the requested web page. If found it returns
it back to the web browser and close the HTTP connection.

5. Now the web browser receives the web page, it interprets it and
displays the contents of web page in web browser’s window.

Future

There has been a rapid development in field of web. It has its
impact in almost every area such as education, research, technology,
commerce, marketing etc. So the future of web is almost unpredictable.

Apart from huge development in field of WWW, there are also
some technical issues that W3consortium has to come up with.

User Interface

Work on higher quality presentation of 3-D information is under
development. The W3Consortium is also looking forward to enhance
the web to fullfill requirements of global communities which would
include all regional languages and writing systems.

Technology

Work on privacy and security is under way. This would include
hiding information, accounting, access control, and integrity and risk
management.

Web Page
HTML file

Internet

Web Page
HTML file Web Server

Request for web page Request for web page

Web browser
(Client)
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Architecture

There has been huge growth in field of web which may lead to
overload the internet and degrade its performance. Hence better protocol
is required to be developed.

Hypertext Publishing

Hypertext is an approach to information management where the
data is stored in network of documents and these documents are
connected by links. Here the documents are taken as nodes and links
represent the relationship between the documents and nodes. As the
documents are known as nodes similarly the links are known as the
pointers. The nodes or documents may contain text, graphic, animation,
audio-video, images or programs. In same system the nodes and system
network itself is viewed through browsers and are manipulated, edited
with the help of structure editor. We see that different nodes are
connected by links or pointers. The node from which the link gets
started is known as reference or anchor and the node at which it ends is
called referent. The movement between modes is made possible by
activating links which connect related concepts or nodes. Links can be
of bi-directional providing backward traversals, referential, hierarchical.
In some browsers hypertext is a very simple context lies in its ability to
produce large, complex, richly connected and cross referenced bodies of
information.

Protocols are defined as agreed upon rules to be followed upon
between two applications. These can also be defined as agreed upon
format for transmitting data between two devices. The protocol
determines the following.

(a) The type of error checking to be used.
(b) Data compression method if any.
(c) How the sender device indicates that it is sending the data.
(d) How the receiver device indicates that it is receiving the data.

The protocol cab is implemented either in hardware or in software.
The different types of protocols.

1. top/imp transmission control protocol or internet protocol
2. Http Hypertext transfer protocol
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3. Smtp Simple mail transport protocol
4. Pop Post office protocol

Technology Behind Web Applications

When first delving into web development, the number of
programming languages can be overwhelming. It’s true that you will
need to learn multiple languages to be able to build dynamic websites,
apps, and games, but you don’t need to learn everything all at once. The
two essential web languages you will need to learn are HTML and CSS.
Nearly every website is built with HTML and CSS. While it’s possible
to use a WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) editor to create a
website without writing a single line of code, understanding these
languages will make you a better developer and give you finer control
over your web applications.

If you’re just starting out in web development, then look no further
than Hypertext Markup Language. HTML is the building block of the
web. It’s the language that gives your web pages structure and meaning.
HTML is not so much a programming language as it is a means of
tagging and organizing the content of a page within HTML elements.
Elements are like little containers that describe the content inside of
them. Generally, elements consist of an opening tag, some content, and
a closing tag.

Web browsers require pages to be formatted in this way because
they wouldn’t understand how to display the content sent to them
without any HTML elements. If you were to open an HTML document
that had no tags in it, your browser would simply display a big wall of
unformatted text.

On its own, HTML is not very exciting. While it provides some
default style to your content to help distinguish the different elements, it
was never meant to be pretty. That’s where Cascading Style Sheets
come in. CSS gives you remarkable control over the appearance of your
content. You can modify the position, colour, and size of every one of
your HTML elements, and with CSS3, you can even animate many
attributes. CSS3 animations are so powerful: you can even make a
functional web game using only HTML and CSS.
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Security and the Web

Web server security is the protection of information assets that can
be accessed from a Web server.

Web server security is important for any organization that has a
physical or virtual Web server connected to the Internet. It requires a
layered defense and is especially important for organizations with
customer-facing websites.

Separate servers should be used for internal and external-facing
applications and servers for external-facing applications should be
hosted on a DMZ or containerized service network to prevent an
attacker from exploiting a vulnerability to gain access to sensitive
internal information. Penetration tests should be run on a regular basis to
identify potential attack vectors, which are often caused by out-of-date
server modules, configuration or coding errors and poor patch
management. Web site logs should be audited on a continuous basis and
stored in a secure location. Other best practices include using a separate
development server for testing and debugging, limiting the number of
super user and administrator accounts and deploying an intrusion
detection system (IDS) that includes monitoring and analysis of user and
system activities, the recognition of patterns typical of attacks, and the
analysis of abnormal activity patterns.

Measures to Ensure Web security

1. Keep software up to date
2. SQL injection

SQL injection attacks are when an attacker uses a web form
field or URL parameter to gain access to or manipulate your
database. When you use standard Transact SQL it is easy to
unknowingly insert rogue code into your query that could be
used to change tables, get information and delete data.

3. Error messages
Be careful with how much information you give away in your
error messages. Provide only minimal errors to your users, to
ensure they don’t leak secrets present on your server.

4. File uploads
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Allowing users to upload files to your website can be a big
website security risk, even if it’s simply to change their avatar.
The risk is that any file uploaded however innocent it may look,
could contain a script that when executed on your server
completely opens up your website.

Objective Questions

I. Fill in the Blanks

1. OWL stands for __________.

2. WWW stands for __________.

3. __________ ensures the validity for information.

4. A __________ is an electronic circuit that manually connects a client
to a preferred network.

Ans.: 1. Ontology Web Language, 2. World Wide Web, 3. Digital Signature,
4. Network Access Equipment

II. Match the Following

Column (A) Column (B)
1. I-way (a) Authenticity
2. Media Convergence (b) Ramps
3. Security (c) Mobility
4. E-commerce Organization. (d) Marketing

Ans.: 1. (b), 2. (c), 3. (a), 4. (d)

III. Short Notes

1. WWW

2. Hypertext Publishing

3. Architectural Framework of E-commerce

4. I- way.
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IV. Answer in Brief

1. Write a note on convergence and types of convergence.

2. Explain the following in detail:

(a) Timing

(b) Bandwidth

3. Write measures to ensure web security in detail.
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